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Abstract: Strokes are considered an elementary unit of road networks and have been widely used in
their analysis and application. However, most conventional stroke generation methods are based
solely on a fixed angle threshold, which ignores road networks’ geometric and structural properties.
To remedy this, this paper proposes an algorithm for generating strokes that takes into account these
additional geometric and structural road network properties and that reduces the impact of stroke
generation on road network quality. To this end, we introduce a model of feature-based information
entropy and then utilize this model to calculate road networks’ information volume and both the
elemental and neighborhood level. To make our experimental results more objective, we use the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm to simplify the information change curve and to obtain the optimal angle
threshold range for generating strokes for different road network structures. Finally, we apply this
model to three different road networks, and the optimal threshold ranges are 54◦–63◦ (Chicago),
61◦–63◦ (Moscow), 45◦–48◦ (Monaco). And taking Monaco as an example, this paper conducts stroke
selection experiments. The results demonstrate that our proposed algorithm has better connectivity
and wider coverage than those based on a common angle threshold (60◦).
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1. Introduction

Roads are a basic geographic facility that affect many people; researching effective road systems,
therefore, is important for researchers in traffic planning, geography, and tourism. To this end, various
studies have examined pedestrian and vehicle trajectories, road selection, and path planning [1]. The
growth of the internet means that these studies are becoming more extensive as data on road networks
is becoming more readily available, a development that requires more effective data processing tools
than had previously been used.

Previous road network research divided a complete road into several independent segments based
on road intersections. Each one of these independent segments had to be processed and analyzed in
order to ensure a complete and correct understanding of the road network. When path planning using
this method, the results obtained from analyzing a complete road may be different from those based on
the analysis of individual road segments. As such, the efficiency of path planning based on segments
is relatively low, especially when there are many intersections.

In order to solve this problem, some scholars have proposed merging segments according to
their attributes to form a relatively complete “road” [2]. However, this method has severe limitations,
since it requires detailed information on each segment’s attributes such as roads’ name [1]. A feasible
solution is to concatenate road segments into long lines based on some criteria. It is hoped that these
concatenated lines are the original roads. The concatenated line is called a ‘stroke’ in geographical
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information science [3]. The term ‘stroke’ is prompted by the idea of a curvilinear segment that can be
drawn in one smooth movement and without a dramatic change in style. The original idea of building
road segments into strokes, proposed by Thomson and Richardson [3], was based on a geometric
approach. The basic principle was very simple. ‘Elements that appear to follow in the same direction
tend to be grouped together’, which follows the ‘goodness of continuity’ theme in visual perception.
Specifically, their method does not rely directly on fragmented segments, but rather constructs a larger
selection unit based on perceptual grouping—i.e., strokes—and selects a road according to the length
of the stroke [3]. Today, their method is widely perceived as effective [4–6].

When generating these strokes, selecting an angle threshold is the first problem, and different
scholars have addressed this problem in different ways. For example, Zhu et al. [4] select 15◦, while
Weiwei et al. [7] determine that 45◦ is more suitable for road selection. Similarly, scholars use different
angle thresholds to generalize road networks. Zhang, Wang, and Zhao [8] and Jiang, Zhao, and Yin [9]
believe that strokes can be generated as long as the deflection angle is less than 60◦, while Qi [1] and
Omair [10] determine that two segments can only be merged into a stroke when the deflection angle is
between 40◦ and 60◦. In other studies, Zhongliang, Baofeng, and Yulong [11] use an angle of 22.5◦

to study road network schematics based on stroke and Lin et al. [12] utilize 45◦ as the stroke angle
threshold in road network automatic matching. It can be seen that the stroke has been widely used in
various analysis and applications of road networks.

However, while strokes are widely used in road network research, few scholars have examined
the best methods of determining the most accurate angle threshold. Instead, most research directly
applies a fixed angle threshold in stroke generation [7–12], ignoring the influence of a road network’s
geometric and structural properties. This paper attempts to remedy that limitation by arguing that a
road network’s geometric and structural properties have an important influence on the determination
of the angle threshold.

To this end, in this paper we determine a model for describing changes in road network
information under different angle thresholds to reflect the differences in strokes. Bjørke [13] suggests
that information entropy, a measurement method based on probability, may be an accurate way
of describing an uncertain motion state or existing mode of things. Indeed, most existing spatial
information measurement methods are based on the concept of entropy and apply the classical
information entropy model. However, the traditional probability-based information entropy model
can’t meet this requirement. In recent years, scholars have combined this model with spatial cognitive
analysis to establish a spatial information measurement method based on the spatial characteristics of
roads, contours, and residential areas [14,15]. This method expresses the diversity of spatial elements
and their distribution characteristics.

Therefore, using an information entropy model based on spatial characteristics, this paper develops
a model to determine the corresponding indicators of element level and neighborhood level, generate
strokes under different angle thresholds, and use the Douglas-Peucker algorithm to determine the
optimal angle threshold range to generate strokes under different road network structures. We then test
our model by applying it to three road systems: Monaco, Chicago, and Moscow. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a new algorithm for stroke generating. In Section 3,
a case study is then developed to validate the proposed method. Finally, Section 4 offers conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Framework

Since road networks are influenced by politics, geography, and topography, they differ in individual
cities, suggesting that road segments will have different deflection angles as well and different optimal
angle thresholds when constructing strokes. Map information comes from the diversity of elements and
their distribution characteristics [16]. In other words, different road network structures have differences
in road shape, scale, and structure and differing amounts of generated information. At the same time,
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there may also be differences between generated strokes within a certain road network under different
angle thresholds; the greater this difference, the more information that is generated. If little information
changes when using varying angle thresholds, therefore, then there is little difference between the
generated strokes at different thresholds, suggesting that the corresponding angle is also the network’s
optimal angle threshold.

This paper relies on the above to introduce an information volume technique that quantitatively
describes changes in each stroke’s geometric and structural properties under different angle thresholds
at both the element and neighborhood levels. The flow chart of this method is shown in Figure 1 and
the algorithm steps of this method are as follows:

(1) Set the initial angle threshold, threshold = 1◦;
(2) According to the angle threshold, merge segments into strokes and the new road network will

be generated;
(3) Select indicators of information volume and, under the new road network, calculate the

information volume of both road network elements and neighborhood levels;
(4) If the threshold is greater than 90◦, perform the step (5). Otherwise, set threshold = threshold +

1◦, and repeat the step (2)–(4);
(5) Draw the road network’s information volume curve under different angle thresholds and simplify

the curve using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, to determine the optimal angle threshold range
for generating strokes in a specific road network.
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2.2. Generating Strokes

Strokes are composed of a set of road segments grouped together using the principle of optimal
continuity. Stroke generation algorithms include connection rules and strategies: The former determine
whether road segments can be connected while the latter specify how they are connected.

Connection rules include geometric rules, attribute rules, and a mixed rule that considers both
geometry and altitude. However, in practical applications it is difficult to collect complete road
attributes, such as road rank and name, while geometric information can be directly obtained from
road networks. As such, most studies use geometry as a connection rule to constrain stroke generation.
According to Tian et al. [17], many of these use Gestalt’s “good continuity” principle as a guide to
establishing geometric rules. Since this principle relies on human visual perception, it is difficult to
quantify; nevertheless, road segments’ deflection angle is often used only as an indicator of connection
rules [4,18]. When relying on this method, two road segments are considered connected when their
deflection angle, or the degree of deviation (0–180◦) between two linked road segments is less than a
specified threshold (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Calculation of road deflection angle. θ is the deflection angle of road segments R1 and R2.

Connection strategies, meanwhile, involve the arbitrary choice of an initial road segment, and the
angle threshold is then used to determine whether any connected segments can be merged. There
are usually two aspects to such a method. First, how the initial segment is determined, and second,
how to choose which segment with which to connect it if it is connected to several other segments.
There are three commonly used connection strategies: self-fit, self-best-fit, and every-best-fit [11]
(Figure 3). In self-fit, the researchers first identified the initial Segment 1. Then, the connected angles of
all segments connected with Segment 1 are calculated. Finally, from these connected angles, a segment
whose connected angle is less than the angle threshold is randomly selected for merging. In Figure 3b,
for example, Segments 2 and 3 are both eligible for connection. In the self-best-fit method, researchers
select the segment with the smallest deflection angle from Segment 1 to connect. In Figure 3c, this
would be Segment 3, meaning that Segments 1 and 3 would be merged into a new stroke. The
every-best-fit methods merges the pair of segments with the smallest deflection angle. In Figure 3d,
the deflection angles between Segments 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 4 are smaller than the angle
threshold. Of these, Segments 1 and 3 have the smallest deflection angles, meaning that these two are
merged into a new stroke.
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The above descriptions demonstrate that the self-fit connection strategy has a strong randomness,
and the results obtained from it are also uncertain. The every-best-fit connection strategy is more
objective: It considers the intersection of segments as the object. However, this method requires the
calculation of the deflection angle for each pair of segments connected by an intersection, meaning it is
not very efficient.

Therefore, in order to maintain road networks’ continuity, this paper relies on the self-best-fit
connection strategy and furthers stroke generation by improving this strategy’s computational efficiency.
To this end, we develop an improved algorithm (Table 1, Figure 4), using the following steps:

(1) Add attribute FID (a randomly generated, continuous natural number) to road network data and
sort in descending order. FID is then used to determine the base segment. The deflection angle
for a given segment is only calculated when its FID is smaller than that of the base segment in
order to avoid repeat calculation of connected segments;

(2) Calculate each segment’s connectivity and judge the connected mode (only calculate the deflection
angle of end-to-end connected modes). This method effectively avoids traversing the whole road
network when calculating the deflection angle of each segment;

(3) Obtain the list of connected segments and select the qualified segments to calculate the
deflection angle;

(4) Choose the minimum deflection angle. If the value is less than the angle threshold, generate a
new stroke.
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Table 1. Pseudo-code for the stroke generation algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Stroke generation considering geometric and structural properies of road network
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2.3. Calculating Road Network Information Volume

As stated earlier, map information comes from the diversity of elements and their distribution
characteristics. Similarly, road network information comes from the difference in strokes’ number,
shape, and structure under different angle thresholds, an example of which is shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5, the red circles show connected segments with a deflection angle less than the angle
threshold. These segments are merged into new strokes, the numbers of which are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Variations in stroke number under different thresholds.

Number of Original Segments Angle Threshold (◦) Number of Strokes

17 30 10
17 45 9
17 60 8
17 75 7
17 90 5

Shannon [19] introduced probability to study the measurement of information amount.
He believed that information comes from the uncertainty of information, and proposed the concept of
information entropy to represent the average information amount contained in information source [11].
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Subsequently, Sukhov [20,21] first introduced information theory into cartography and used it to
measure the diversity of map symbols. However, the information entropy theory is based on the
probability of map symbols: if the probability of two map symbols is the same, their information
volume will be the same. The traditional information entropy model will not reflect differences between
map symbols, meaning that is not suitable for calculating road network information in our study.
We therefore adopted a metric model based on spatial characteristics [22] that takes into account
differences in strokes’ spatial distribution characteristics. We used each stroke’s corresponding spatial
characteristics as the measurement index in order to measure its information volume:

I =
n∑

i=1

log2(Vi + 1) (1)

where Vi is the measurement index expressing the stroke’s geometric and structural characteristics,
such as the length and connectivity of the stroke. And I is the information volume under different
angle thresholds.

Human spatial cognition is hierarchical and moves from the macro (global) to micro (local)
levels [13]. The same is true for cognition of road networks. The macro level involves elements’ spatial
distribution, the micro focuses on the topological connections between linked elements, and a third
level, the element, concentrates on elements’ geometric properties. Figure 6 provides an example of this
using Wuhan, China’s road network as an example. Figure 6a shows the macroscopic characteristics
of the road network, or its overall spatial distribution characteristics: Scale and distribution density.
Figure 6b shows the network’s mesoscopic characteristics, or the topological relationships among
roads at the neighborhood level, including their connectivity. Finally, Figure 6c, focuses on microscopic
characteristics, mainly the roads’ the geometric shape and overall length. If the angle threshold
changed, the scale and distribution density of the overall road network (Figure 6a) would not change;
however, the geometric shape and topological structure of each stroke would. Therefore, this paper
focuses on the neighborhood and element levels to understand changes in road network information.
More precisely, we focus on the geometric characteristics of roads at the element level and the spatial
relationship between roads at the neighborhood level.
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At the element level, the amount of information for each stroke depends on its geometric features,
which are directly affected by the stroke length, which in turn differs according to the different angle
threshold. The greater the difference in length depending on the angle, the greater the amount of
information generated. At the neighborhood level, the amount of road network information comes from
the topological relationship between linked segments. Based on the complex network characteristics
of road networks, this paper constructs a dual graph of the original roads and chooses the degree,
betweenness, and closeness of each stroke to measure the topological relationship between strokes.
Similarly, the topological relationships between strokes are different under different angle thresholds:
the greater the difference in topological relationships, the greater the difference in the amount of
information produced. Table 3 provides our specific calculation methods of measurement indicators.
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Table 3. Indicator explanation and calculation of stroke.

Level Evaluation Indicator Equation Explanation

Element Length Li =
∑n

j=1 ri j

Stroke’s geometric characteristics
of the stroke, where ri j is the

length of the jth road segment of
the ith stroke.

Neighborhood

Degree Di =
n∑

i=1
ki j

Stroke’s degree of connectivity. If
stroke i intersects with stroke j,

then ki j=1 or ki j=0.

Between-ness Bi =
∑n

j,k,i n jk(i)/n jk

Stroke’s importance in the
network; n jk is the number of

shortest paths between stroke j
and stroke k; n jk(i) is the number
of shortest paths between stroke j
and stroke k that contain stroke i.

Closeness Ci = (N − 1)/
∑n

j=1, j,i ni j

The close relationship between
strokes; N is the number of
strokes; ni j is the number of

strokes in the shortest path from
stroke i to stroke j.

At the element level, different road networks have different structures, which results in different
indicators having different impacts. Therefore, it is necessary to assign each indicator a corresponding
weight. There are both objective and subjective methods for determining these weights. Among
the latter are the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [23], the Delphi method [24], etc. Such methods
usually require researchers to score each attribute; although they are mature methods, they have poor
objectivity. Objective methods, meanwhile, include the coefficient of variation method, the rough
set [25,26], etc. When determining weights using rough sets, data must be discretized, and the weights
obtained under different discretization methods differ. The coefficient of variation method can better
measure the degree of difference between indicators. As this paper needs to measure the difference in
road network information under different angle thresholds, we dynamically calculate the weight of
each measure index in different road network using coefficient of variation, as follows:

Ti = σi/xi (2)

wi = Ti/
n∑

i=1

Vi (3)

where wi is the weight of indicator i, Ti is the coefficient of variation of indicator i,σi is the standard
deviation of indicator i, and xi is the average of indicator i.

At the same time, in order to eliminate the influence of road scale on the calculation results,
we develop a standardization process for evaluation indictors using the following equation:

Gi j = Ci j/Ci (4)

where Ci j is the measure value of jth stroke of ith indicator,Gi j is the standardized information volume
of jth stroke of ith indicator, and Ci is the average value of ith indicator.

Finally, the amount of information contained in the indicator is calculated using the
following equation:

I =
4∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

wi log2

(
Gi j + 1

)
(5)
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2.4. Using Douglas-Peucker Algorithm to Determine the Angle Threshold

Calculating road network information as in the previous section provides us with a curve of road
network information (Figure 7a). As the figure shows, the change in information is small between
40–45◦ and 60–80◦, when the angle threshold interval is 5◦. This makes it difficult to determine the
optimal angle threshold visually. Moreover, to accurately determine the optimal angle threshold it is
often necessary to set the angle threshold interval at 1–2◦ rather than 5◦. This results in more angle
threshold ranges and smaller changes; it is therefore necessary to simplify the curve so as to objectively
and accurately determine the optimal threshold range.

There currently exist several algorithms for simplifying curves, including the interval point
method [27], angle limit method [28], vertical distance limit method [29], and Douglas-Peucker
method [30]. In this study we rely on the latter; the Douglas-Peucker (D-P) algorithm is a classic
strategy for simplifying line elements in cartography that can maintain the shape of line elements very
well [31]. Urs Ramer was the first to propose a prototype version of the method in 1972, and David
Douglas and Thomas Peucker expanded it to its current form in 1973 [31]. The D-P algorithm includes
two simplified methods: fixed point and fixed distance. D-P fixed distance algorithm needs to set a
distance threshold, which is used as the basis of whether to retain the current point or not. Similarly,
D-P fixed point algorithm needs to determine the number of retained points in advance, and then
determine which points will be retained according to the distance from the points to the line. However,
typically both involve setting thresholds in advance. Because this study attempts to determine the
most adequate threshold for a given road system, we cannot rely on a fixed threshold. To this end,
we determine the best threshold for simplifying the curve of a given road network as follows:

(1) Set the threshold of D-P fixed point and D-P fixed distance algorithm, and use the two algorithms
to simplify the information curve;

(2) Calculate the slope between two adjacent points on the simplified line and sort the slopes.
The two points corresponding to the minimum slope are the optimum threshold range for
generating stroke;

(3) Count the values and frequencies of the optimum angle threshold range under different tolerance
which got by D-P fixed point and D-P fixed distance algorithm respectively. In the construction
of stroke, the range of angle threshold with the highest frequency is the optimum range of angle
threshold of the road network.
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Figure 7b,c show the simplified version of the curve in Figure 7a obtained using the D-P fixed
point and distance algorithms when the threshold is 0.6 and 10, respectively. According to Figure 7b,
when the threshold is 0.6, the optimal angle threshold range for stroke generation is 60–70◦. When the
threshold is 10, the optimal angle threshold range is 60–80◦ (Figure 7c). By counting the frequency and
value of the optimal angle threshold range using the two algorithms (2 and 1, respectively), we can
determine the optimal range for generating strokes in the road network: 60–70◦.

3. Results

After building a model to determine the influence of angle threshold on stroke generation
in different road network structures, we tested it on three road networks with typical structure
characteristics: Monaco, Chicago, and Moscow. Monaco (Figure 8a,b) is a coastal country, with a “free
pattern” road network greatly affected by topography. Chicago’s road network structure (Figure 8c,d
is a typical “grid pattern,” while Moscow (Figure 8e,f has a “radial pattern.”

We acquired road network data from OpenStreetMap (OSM) and included data on primary,
secondary, and tertiary roads (the road rank is not used in my procedure). We carried out data
preprocessing for each road network, including merging segments with the same name and rank and
reconstructing and checking topology (removing isolated segments). Figure 7 shows the segments of
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each network after this analysis: Monaco contains 1549 segments, Chicago 465 segments, and Moscow
1025 segments. ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 8, 304 13 of 22 
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Figure 8. Case study areas, both original road network and dual graph. 
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We then calculated the amount of road network information at different angle thresholds by using 
formula (5), and determined the information volume curves for each road network (Figure 9). 
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3.1. Analysis of Angle Threshold Range Results

After data processing, we generated strokes and the corresponding dual graph based on different
angle thresholds. The angle threshold of stroke varied from 1◦ to 90◦ with an interval of 1◦. We then
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calculated the amount of road network information at different angle thresholds by using formula (5),
and determined the information volume curves for each road network (Figure 9). ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 8, 304 14 of 22 
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On the whole, as deflection threshold increased, the number of strokes decreased gradually,
leading to an overall decrease in road network information. At the same time, due to the influence
of road network morphology, each network’s changes in information were different. For example,
Monaco’s information volume was most greatly affected by the angle threshold and there are frequent
fluctuation in the information volume curve. The information volume of both Chicago and Moscow’s
road networks, meanwhile, changes only slightly after the angle threshold exceeds 10◦.

From a local perspective, the information change process can be divided into three parts. First,
when the angle threshold is small, most segments that move towards the same direction are merged,
resulting in a changing number of strokes and their connections and sharp decrease in the amount of
information. Second, when the angle threshold reaches a certain range, there is only a slight change in
the number of strokes and connections, meaning that the slope of the resulting information volume
curve tends to be gentle. Finally, when the angle threshold exceeds a certain range, segments that
would not be merged based on a visual analysis are merged into one stroke, leading to a great change
in the number and connection of strokes and large slope of the curve.

As described in the previous section, we then simplified the information volume curves of the
above road networks using the D-P fixed distance and fixed point algorithms. For the fixed distance
algorithm, when the threshold ranges from 0.1 to 1 (interval = 0.1), this paper separately counts
the optimum threshold range of road network’s stroke construction. For the fixed point algorithm,
when the threshold varies from 20 to 80 (interval = 10), we separately counts the optimum threshold
range of road network’s stroke construction. Figures 10–12, show the results for Monaco, Chicago,
and Moscow, respectively.

3.1.1. Determination of Optimum Angle Threshold Range of Monaco’s Road Network

As described above, Monaco’s road network is a “free pattern” influenced by the topography.
The deflection angles between segments are also quite different, meaning that changes in road network
information volume are obvious when determining stroke. As Figure 9a shows, linked segments with
smaller angles begin to merge when the angle threshold is less than 38◦, resulting in change in road
connections and reduction in the number of strokes, as well as the amount of information generated
by strokes. Subsequently, there is a gradual decrease in the influence of the angle threshold on road
network and a number of smoothly varying deflection threshold ranges appear. The fluctuation of the
information volume curve gradually decreases.
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We then simplified the information volume curve using the D-P fixed point and fixed distance
algorithms. Figure 10 shows the simplified results. The color of the rectangle in Figure 10 indicates
the size of the threshold. The bigger the threshold, the darker the color of the rectangle. The edge of
rectangle parallel to the vertical axis correspond to threshold of D-P algorithm. The edges parallel to the
horizontal axis correspond to the optimum angle threshold range of stroke construction. As Figure 10
shows, even the simplified curve has more than one optimum threshold range. This is because the
information volume curve fluctuates frequently under the influence of the angle threshold, and the
basic principle of the D-P algorithm is to maintain the shape of the curve, including these fluctuating
points, as much as possible. It is possible that the slopes between these fluctuating points are equal,
suggesting more than one optimal deviation threshold range. In the case of Monaco, based on the
results of our analysis (excluding some accidental and disturbing values) we concluded that the
optimum angle threshold range for generating strokes in Monaco’s road network is 45–48◦ (Table 4).

Table 4. Statistical results for Monaco’s optimal angle threshold (Unit: degree).

Method
Threshold

20–21 45–48 51–54 59–61 61–63 63–73 85–86 86–88

Fixed point 2 5 2 1 2 1 0 3
Fixed distance 2 9 7 0 1 0 3 3

statistics 4 14 9 1 3 1 3 6

3.1.2. Determination of Optimum Angle Threshold Range of Chicago’s Road Network

Unlike the road network built along Monaco’s coast, Chicago’s road network is a typical “grid
pattern,” meaning that there is only a small difference in deflection angle between linked segments
and small variation in information volume. As shown in Figure 9b, when the angle threshold is less
than 10◦ road network segments begin to merge and the number of strokes is significantly reduced
resulting in a continuous decrease in information volume. When the angle threshold exceeds 10◦,
the information volume of the whole road network tends to change smoothly. At this time, the optimum
angle threshold range can’t be accurately judged visually.

Figure 11 shows our simplification of Chicago’s information volume curve of Chicago using the
D-P algorithm. As shown in the graph, the slope of the curve is relatively gentle in the later period.
When the threshold of the algorithm is small, some slightly changed points can be retained and the
optimum range of angle threshold can be obtained. However, with the increase of the algorithm’s
threshold, those points with small changes will be discarded, which enlarges the range of the optimal
angle threshold. As shown Figure 11a, when the threshold of the D-P fixed-point algorithm increases
to 60◦, it is impossible to select the eligible points due to the gentle change of Chicago’s information
volume curve in the later period. Meanwhile, Figure 11b illustrates that when the threshold of the D-P
fixed distance algorithm exceeds 0.5, the range of the optimum angle threshold is enlarged to 28–90◦.
This suggests that it is impossible to accurately obtain the optimal angle threshold range of Chicago’s
road network using only one simplification algorithm. Both algorithms are necessary to determine the
final optimal angle threshold: 54–63◦ (Table 5)
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Figure 11. Chicago’s optimal angle threshold according to Douglas-Peucker algorithm.

3.1.3. Determination of Optimum Angle Threshold Range of Moscow’s Road Network

Influenced by its politics and topography, Moscow’s road network takes on a radial pattern
with only a small difference in deflection angle between linked segments. As shown in Figure 9c,
the information volume curve of Moscow’s road network is similar to that of Chicago, with only small
changes. When the angle threshold exceeds 7◦, the slope tends to be flat.

Figure 12 shows our simplification of Moscow’s information volume curve using the D-P algorithm.
When the angle threshold is less than 27◦, there is great variation in information volume, and there is no
optimal angle threshold for generating stroke. As angle threshold increases, the change in information
volume tends to be smooth, and the range of the optimal angle threshold is gradually increased. Both
algorithms are necessary to determine Moscow’s road network’s optimal angle for stroke generation:
61◦–63◦ (Table 6).
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3.2. Analysis of Results

The optimal angle threshold range for constructing strokes varies according to a road network’s
morphological structure. If the same angle threshold is used for different road network structures,
it will lack certain rationality and effectiveness. From the experimental results of this paper, it can
be seen that the optimum angle threshold range for road construction in Moscow and Chicago are
61◦–63◦ and 54◦–63◦ respectively, which is consistent with the commonly used angle threshold for
road construction, and verifies the rationality of this method. In order to verify the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm, therefore, we generated strokes for Monaco’s road network using both 46◦

(Road network I) and 60◦ (Road network II) as angle thresholds. Using thresholds of 46◦ and 60◦

resulted in 847 strokes and 806 strokes, respectively. We then calculated the information volume for
each stroke in the two road networks using the methods previously described. Finally, according to
the amount of information and the proportion of selection, we selected strokes in Road networks I and
II. Figure 13 shows the results when the proportion of selection is 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1.
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Figure 13. Results of stroke selection. 

In Figure 13, the suspended strokes are marked by red rectangles and strokes that significantly 
increase connectivity and coverage are marked with green rectangles. The figure shows that Road 
network I has a lower suspension than Road network II, regardless of proportion. At the same time, 
the connectivity and coverage of strokes in both networks gradually increases as proportion increases 
until, in Figures 13(g) and (h), Road network I has a higher connectivity than Road network II.  

Figure 9(a) illustrates that there is a significant change in the information volume of Monaco’s 
road network when the angle threshold range is 48–59°. If the range is higher than this, i.e., if it is set 
at 60°, then segments that should not be connected are merged into one stroke, and the situation 
described in Figure 13 will appear. This suggests that the optimal angle thresholds are different for 
different road networks. And our method is more effective at determining the angle threshold than 
fixed threshold methods in terms of suspension, connectivity and coverage.  

4. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a new method for determining the angle threshold for stroke generation 
using a feature-based information entropy model and that takes into account geometric and 
topological changes to select both element- and neighborhood-level corresponding indicators. Our 
model also includes a calculation of the information volume for each road network after stroke 
generation and use of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm to simplify the information volume curve and 
make the angle threshold range more accurate and objective. We then test the method proposed in 
this paper on three road networks with different morphological features. Our results indicate that 
road networks with different morphological features have differing optimal angle threshold ranges. 
Finally, we compare the results of our model with the most commonly used threshold method using 
the Monaco road network and determine that under the same proportion of selection, our proposed 
method results in selected strokes with better connectivity and greater coverage. This suggests that 
our method is broadly applicable and can be applied to road networks with various morphological 
structures. 
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Figure 13. Results of stroke selection.

In Figure 13, the suspended strokes are marked by red rectangles and strokes that significantly
increase connectivity and coverage are marked with green rectangles. The figure shows that Road
network I has a lower suspension than Road network II, regardless of proportion. At the same time,
the connectivity and coverage of strokes in both networks gradually increases as proportion increases
until, in Figure 13g,h, Road network I has a higher connectivity than Road network II.

Figure 9a illustrates that there is a significant change in the information volume of Monaco’s road
network when the angle threshold range is 48–59◦. If the range is higher than this, i.e., if it is set at 60◦,
then segments that should not be connected are merged into one stroke, and the situation described in
Figure 13 will appear. This suggests that the optimal angle thresholds are different for different road
networks. And our method is more effective at determining the angle threshold than fixed threshold
methods in terms of suspension, connectivity and coverage.
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Table 5. Statistical results for Chicago’s optimal angle threshold (Unit: degree).

Method
Threshold

15–20 21–22 26–27 28–30 31–37 38–39 40–53 53–54 54–63 63–65 65–67 67–69 69–71 71–73 73–76 76–77 78–80 80–81 81–87 87–90

Fixed-point 3 1 2 2 2 2 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 2 0
Fixed-distance 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 6 9 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

statistics 3 1 2 11 11 11 12 6 13 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 8 7 8 6

Table 6. Statistical results for Moscow’s optimal angle threshold (Unit: degree).

Method
Threshold

19–21 21–22 24–25 28–29 31–32 33–34 39–43 43–44 44–45 45–46 46–48 48–51 51–53 53–54 54–59 59–60 60–61 61–63 63–65 65–67 67–69 69–70 85–88

Fixed-point 3 1 2 5 1 1 3 1 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 5 1 4 1 2 0
Fixed-distance 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2
statistics 4 2 2 7 1 1 3 1 6 9 6 8 6 7 6 9 6 10 6 9 6 7 2
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4. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new method for determining the angle threshold for stroke generation
using a feature-based information entropy model and that takes into account geometric and topological
changes to select both element- and neighborhood-level corresponding indicators. Our model also
includes a calculation of the information volume for each road network after stroke generation and
use of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm to simplify the information volume curve and make the angle
threshold range more accurate and objective. We then test the method proposed in this paper on three
road networks with different morphological features. Our results indicate that road networks with
different morphological features have differing optimal angle threshold ranges. Finally, we compare
the results of our model with the most commonly used threshold method using the Monaco road
network and determine that under the same proportion of selection, our proposed method results
in selected strokes with better connectivity and greater coverage. This suggests that our method is
broadly applicable and can be applied to road networks with various morphological structures.
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